LAST SUNDAY IN EPIPHANY February 14, 2021
Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
On the Last Sunday after the Epiphany we confront the Transfiguration, an event which provides a
concluding bookend to complement the opening one --- the baptism of Jesus on the first Sunday in
Epiphany. These episodes
vent occurs six days after something which is unspecified. However, we suspect that
this time frame refers to a period beginning with
passion prediction. Also, six days may be a reference to the cloud which hovered over Mt. Sinai for a
similar number of days when Moses received the law from Yahweh, or to the festival of the Booths or
Tabernacles which occurs six days after the Day of Atonement in the Old Testament.
More importantly, the incident we refer to as the Transfiguration

ing come in power. And clearly, Peter,
and his purpose working out in the coming
three disciples on the mountain is that their vision
of divine power and glory preceded
ts
it is
still to only a handful of chosen disciples.
in chapter 8, verse 31 Then he began to teach them that the Son of Man must undergo great
suffering, and be rejected by the elders, the chief priests, and the scribes, and be killed, and aft er
three days rise again.
eyes demonstrates him to be more than a merely human teacher; (2) his association with Elijah and
Moses demonstrates his messianic role; and (3) the voice from heaven declares his identity as the Son of

comprehending the Gospel record. We need to remind ourselves that this entire story takes place in an
exclusively Jewish world and is incomprehensible apart from that reality. Part of the uniqueness of
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dismiss such an experience as a hallucination, albeit a very odd one. Jewish scriptures and traditions tell
of a situation is drawn back, and a fuller reality is discl
usually regard it as hugely important and life,
the author of the gospel of Mark intentionally linked the image of the tearing of the heavens (at the
baptism of Jesus) with the tearing of the veil of the temple at the precise end of his career, as well as with
the account of the Transfiguration in the middle of his gospel. He created this triptych to convey the
crossed at those points (to signify) the transformative or initiatory nature of these mome
later antiquity

transformative self-

from both the Hebrew and the Greco-

And even for those of us living in a
modern, scientific world, we can all acknowledge that the experience of suddenly seeing things in a
totally different way through a kind of extreme epiphany when things come into focus as they do on a
microscopic view of a glass slide is genuine, is revelatory, is transformative, and is even common, in ways
Here, both Moses and Elijah recall the Jewish tradition which was viewed as crucial in anticipating Jesus;
each is associated with both the law and the prophets. And both beheld
in the mission of the disciples. The white clothing, in
addition to conveying an otherworldly aura was also symbolic of martyrdom, and once again the
disciples are depicted as slow of wit and nearly always in need of much clarification to grasp what Jesus
tries so desperately to teach them. If
beloved son are heard only by Jesus and later readers or hearers of the story, at the Transfiguration they
are direct witnesses of a repeat of the original message identifying Jesus as the Messiah and Son of the
living God.
Yet we also know that even Peter who has already acknowledged Jesus as the Son of God, remains
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confused about the mission of his master, and his vision is wrong-headed despite frequent suggestions
from Our Lord. In particular, the disciples seem incapable of understanding why Jesus, this man they
hold in such high e
, should have to be betrayed, suffer and die as a common
criminal. Peter is so incapable of comprehending this that Jesus later turns on him and denounces him
---- the complete inability of his closest
associates to see that the Messiah they had come to know did not resemble what they had learned about
could no
appreciated
last in those which come after the Epiphany
ays subtle. This one will lead directly into the holy season of
Lent.
As the prayer books reminds us on Ash Wednesday each year,
holy Lent, by self-examination and repentance; by prayer, fasting, and self-denial; and by reading
of our mortal nature, let us pray:
Almighty God, you have created us out of the dust of the earth: Grant that ashes may be to us a
sign of our mortality and penitence, that we may remember that it is only by your gracious gift that
we are given everlasting life; through Jesus Christ our Savior.
In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen.
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